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To

Shri Rajiv Gauba
Cabinet Secretary
Govt of IndiA

Dear Shri Gauba,

I have come across disturbing reports (https://indianexpress.com/article/india/sand-minerals-mining-modi-
govt-private-sector-7585816/) that the government is making moves once again to permit private companies
to mine and trade atomic minerals located in the beach sands of AP, T. Nadu and Kerala. It appears that this
step is a part of a 60-point "Action Plan" of the Prime Minister. If there is any such proposal, I would appeal to
the government not to go ahead with it, as it will compromise the national interest as explained below.

The beach sands along the sea coast in AP, T.Nadu and Kerala have valuable minerals such as ilmenite,
rutile, zircon, monazite, sillimanite and garnet, the first four of which have  been categorised by the Dept of
Atomic Energy (DAE) as "prescribed substances" ("atomic minerals") for use in production of atomic energy
and related R&D activities. Monazite, of which India has 7 million tonnes in the beach sands, is the raw
material for thorium, which is central to DAE's long-term nuclear development programme. India's monazite
resources are among the largest in the world and therefore many countries are eager to exploit the same for
their respective nuclear development activities, which could hurt India's interests in many ways.

During British rule in India, export of some of these atomic minerals started as early as in 1922 and went on
unhindered till we got Independence. Whichever atomic mineral is extracted/refined/traded, it is bound to
contain some proportion of monazite, which is the raw material for producing thorium, a valuable input for
generating electricity and other strategic products in the future nuclear reactors. 
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Soon after Independence, on the advice of visionary atomic scientists like Dr Homi J Bhabha on the strategic
importance of monazite, the then Prime Minister Nehru, who himself had utmost respect for science and
deeply committed to upholding the national interest, took the right decision in 1947 to impose a total embargo
on the export of these atomic minerals. In 1950, DAE set up its own PSUs like Indian Rare Earths Ltd. (IREL)
to undertake the mining of these atomic minerals largely for domestic use, especially R&D in atomic science.
Incidentally, it was Prime Minister Nehru who initiated and nurtured the development of nuclear R&D facilities
in India.

The ban imposed on export of atomic minerals remained in force for more than five decades till the then UPA
government in its first term caved in to external pressures, as a result of which the DAE, vide DAE SO 61(E)
dated 20-1-2006 excluded ilmenite, zircon, rutile. sillimanite, garnet etc. from the banned list, which implied
that private companies could thereafter handle the minerals without having to seek clearance under
the Atomic Energy (Working of the Mines, Minerals and Handling of Prescribed Substances) Rules, 1984. 

In other words, monazite and thorium were the only substances for which licenses under the Atomic Energy
Act were not required. Unfortunately, since each one of these liberalised minerals, once processed, would still
contain some proportion of monazite as an impurity, it is difficult to monitor and regulate the quantities of
monazite exported surreptitiously as a part of the other mineral export consignments, despite the DAE
imposing a low ceiling on the monazite content of the export consignments. The tailings of these minerals
released after processing are rich in monazite and they are expected to be stored under the surveillance of
the Atomic Energy Regulatory Board (AERB) but, in practice, AERB's oversight remained fragile, giving
scope for the private miners to get away with clandestine export of monazite. There used to be a system of
"monazite test certification" for screening the atomic mineral export consignments at the ports but, once
again, under external pressure, the DAE had done away with it in 2007 (DAE's Atomic Minerals Division
Note. Id.No.8/1(2)/2004-PSU/Vol.III/2631 dt.18 April.2007), which made it easier for the private companies to
clandestinely export monazite as a hidden impurity in the other atomic minerals. 

In this context, I had written several times to the then Prime Minister appealing to him to reimpose the
embargo on private companies mining and trading atomic minerals but neither the Prime Minister nor the
DAE responded to my appeals, as a result of which several private companies blissfully mined the beach
sands, often violating the environment laws and perhaps exporting significant quantities of monazite, to the
detriment of the national interest.

The matter concerning clandestine export of monazite attracted the attention of the Hon'ble Madras High
Court. The DAE which is a respondent in that case is fully aware of the developments in that case, which is
pending disposal as on date. I myself have filed a writ (WP(C) No. 500/2018) before Hon'ble Supreme Court
regarding  one instance of beach sand mining in Srikakulam district of AP. DAE and, among others, the Union
Ministry of Mines are respondents in that case. The Writ is pending disposal as on date.

During the proceedings in WP(C) No.500/2018 before the apex court, the Ministry of Mines, in consultation
with the DAE, issued notifications under Mines and Minerals (Development and Regulation) Act, 1957 (67 of
1957) and Rule 36 of the Atomic Minerals Concession Rules, 2016, prematurely terminating all private leases
for beach sand mining in India, a fact that was taken note of by the apex court proceedings on 5-8-2019. It
was indeed a belated but a welcome development, as it had the effect of preventing any further mining of the
atomic minerals by the private companies.

According to the recent news report cited above, "the proposal in the Prime Minister’s action plan to open two
restricted sectors — beach sand minerals and offshore mining — for exploration by the private sector seeks
to reverse a series of measures taken by the Centre over the last five years to restrict the involvement of
private players in the sector with the stated objective of curbing illegal mining, a review of multiple
notifications and guidelines issued earlier reveal." 



Read in the above context, if what has been reported is correct, it appears that the government has once
again come under intense external pressure as a result of which DAE is being directed to revive the UPA era
decision to open the sector to private companies. The recent changes proposed by the Union Ministry of
Environment, Forests & Climate Change (MEFCC) to dilute the environment laws, including the CRZ
notification, to "ease doing business", confirms the feeling that the ground is being prepared for allowing
private companies to exploit the beach sands.

In my view, the decision to reopen the beach sand mining sector to private companies will be against the
national interest, as it will once again open the floodgates to large quantities of monazite leaving the Indian
shores. Once the private companies step in, as was the case between 2006 and 2019, neither the DAE nor
the Union Ministry of Mines would be in a position to screen the export consignments of atomic minerals to
filter out monazite, a substance of strategic importance for India.

I feel that the DAE has not adequately briefed the Prime Minister of the far reaching implications of atomic
minerals, especially monazite, going into the hands of private companies and the disastrous outcome of the
UPA era decision in 2006 that led to possible large scale plunder of the monazite resources in the country.

The DAE has invsted heavily on R&D in nuclear science, especially thorium-based fast breeder reactor
technology as a part of its long-term nuclear development programme and, in that context, to allow private
beach sand mining that can result in monazite trade to benefit the other countries would hurt the national
interest. 

Keeping the above facts in view, I request the government/DAE to 

1. Dop all proposals to allow private companies to mine/trade atomic minerals
2. Direct the Union Ministry of Mines to abide by its assurances given to the apex court in the Writ

proceedings involving beach sand mining
3. Mining and extraction of atomic minerals should be undertaken exclusively by IREL and other PSUS

(which are not likely to be disinvested in the coming years) for the exclusive purpose of domestic use 
4. Order a full scale CBI/ED investigation into export of atomic minerals and monazite by the private

companies during 2006-2019 and bring to book all those who connived with the errant private
companies in conducting illegal trade of atomic minerals, especially monazite

5. Subsequent to the Dept of Mines revoking private beach sand mining leases, sizeable stocks of atomic
minerals and monazite tailings are lying with inadequate oversight. Ensure that IREL steps in
immediately and takes over the same under its surveillance

6. Take all such measures necessary to conserve and safeguard the beach sand minerals in India, both
coastal and inland

7. Grant autonomous status to AERB so that it may discharge its functions independently and remain
accountable to the Parliament

I request you to place this letter before the Prime Minister, who looks after the affairs of the DAE under the
Business Rules, to enable him to appreciate the background of my suggestions above. In my view,



reopening beach sand mining to private companies will hurt the national interest in an irreversible manner.

Regards,

Yours sincerely,

E A S Sarma

Former Secretary to Govt of India

Visakhapatnam

16-11-2021
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Subject: Not in the national interest to permit private companies to extract and trade atomic minerals in the beach sands of AP, Tamil Nadu and Kerala
----- Message truncated -----

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> 16 November 2021 at 10:16
To: eassarma@gmail.com

Address not found

Your message wasn't delivered to sirbayya@yahoo.co.in
because the address couldn't be found or is unable to receive
email.

The response from the remote server was:

554 30 Sorry, your message to sirbayya@yahoo.co.in cannot be delivered. This mailbox is disabled (554.30).

Final-Recipient: rfc822; sirbayya@yahoo.co.in
Action: failed
Status: 5.0.0
Remote-MTA: dns; mx-apac.mail.gm0.yahoodns.net. (106.10.248.74, the server for
 the domain yahoo.co.in.)
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 554 30 Sorry, your message to sirbayya@yahoo.co.in cannot be delivered. This mailbox is disabled (554.30).
Last-Attempt-Date: Mon, 15 Nov 2021 20:46:01 -0800 (PST)

---------- Forwarded message ----------
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From: EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com>
To: cabinetsy@nic.in, chairman@dae.gov.in, secy-mines <secy-mines@nic.in>, secy-moef@nic.in, chairman@aerb.gov.in
Cc: 
Bcc: sirbayya@yahoo.co.in
Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2021 10:15:46 +0530
Subject: Not in the national interest to permit private companies to extract and trade atomic minerals in the beach sands of AP, Tamil Nadu and Kerala
----- Message truncated -----

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> 16 November 2021 at 10:16
To: eassarma@gmail.com

Message blocked

Your message to prao@intoday.com has been blocked. See
technical details below for more information.

The response from the remote server was:

550 5.4.1 Recipient address rejected: Access denied. AS(201806281) [BO1IND01FT004.eop-IND01.prod.
protection.outlook.com]

Final-Recipient: rfc822; prao@intoday.com
Action: failed
Status: 5.4.1
Remote-MTA: dns; intoday-com.mail.protection.outlook.com. (104.47.101.36, the
 server for the domain intoday.com.)
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 550 5.4.1 Recipient address rejected: Access denied. AS(201806281) [BO1IND01FT004.eop-IND01.prod.
protection.outlook.com]
Last-Attempt-Date: Mon, 15 Nov 2021 20:46:01 -0800 (PST)

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com>
To: cabinetsy@nic.in, chairman@dae.gov.in, secy-mines <secy-mines@nic.in>, secy-moef@nic.in, chairman@aerb.gov.in
Cc: 
Bcc: prao@intoday.com
Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2021 10:15:46 +0530
Subject: Not in the national interest to permit private companies to extract and trade atomic minerals in the beach sands of AP, Tamil Nadu and Kerala
----- Message truncated -----

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> 16 November 2021 at 10:16
To: eassarma@gmail.com

Message blocked

Your message to info@timesnow.tv has been blocked. See
technical details below for more information.

The response from the remote server was:

550 5.4.1 Recipient address rejected: Access denied. AS(201806281) [PU1APC01FT008.eop-APC01.prod.
protection.outlook.com]

Final-Recipient: rfc822; info@timesnow.tv
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mailto:prao@intoday.com
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Action: failed
Status: 5.4.1
Remote-MTA: dns; timesnow-tv.mail.protection.outlook.com. (104.47.126.36, the
 server for the domain timesnow.tv.)
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 550 5.4.1 Recipient address rejected: Access denied. AS(201806281) [PU1APC01FT008.eop-APC01.prod.
protection.outlook.com]
Last-Attempt-Date: Mon, 15 Nov 2021 20:46:02 -0800 (PST)

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com>
To: cabinetsy@nic.in, chairman@dae.gov.in, secy-mines <secy-mines@nic.in>, secy-moef@nic.in, chairman@aerb.gov.in
Cc: 
Bcc: info@timesnow.tv
Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2021 10:15:46 +0530
Subject: Not in the national interest to permit private companies to extract and trade atomic minerals in the beach sands of AP, Tamil Nadu and Kerala
----- Message truncated -----

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> 16 November 2021 at 10:16
To: eassarma@gmail.com

Message blocked

Your message to rajesh.ramachandran@mailtoday.in has
been blocked. See technical details below for more information.

The response from the remote server was:

550 5.4.1 Recipient address rejected: Access denied. AS(201806281) [BO1IND01FT006.eop-IND01.prod.
protection.outlook.com]

Final-Recipient: rfc822; rajesh.ramachandran@mailtoday.in
Action: failed
Status: 5.4.1
Remote-MTA: dns; mailtoday-in.mail.protection.outlook.com. (104.47.101.36, the
 server for the domain mailtoday.in.)
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 550 5.4.1 Recipient address rejected: Access denied. AS(201806281) [BO1IND01FT006.eop-IND01.prod.
protection.outlook.com]
Last-Attempt-Date: Mon, 15 Nov 2021 20:46:03 -0800 (PST)

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com>
To: cabinetsy@nic.in, chairman@dae.gov.in, secy-mines <secy-mines@nic.in>, secy-moef@nic.in, chairman@aerb.gov.in
Cc: 
Bcc: rajesh.ramachandran@mailtoday.in
Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2021 10:15:46 +0530
Subject: Not in the national interest to permit private companies to extract and trade atomic minerals in the beach sands of AP, Tamil Nadu and Kerala
----- Message truncated -----

postmaster@network18publishing.com <postmaster@network18publishing.com> 16 November 2021 at 10:16
To: eassarma@gmail.com

Your message to editor@ibnlive.com couldn't be delivered.

editor wasn't found at ibnlive.com.

eassarma Office 365 editor
Action Required Recipient

Unknown To address
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How to Fix It
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of
the following:

Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, open
this non-delivery report (NDR) and choose Send Again from the
Report ribbon. In Outlook on the web, select this NDR, then select
the link "To send this message again, click here." Then delete
and retype the entire recipient address. If prompted with an Auto-
Complete List suggestion don't select it. After typing the complete
address, click Send.
Contact the recipient (by phone, for example) to check that the
address exists and is correct.
The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an incorrect
address. Ask them to check that any forwarding they've set up is
working correctly.
Clear the recipient Auto-Complete List in Outlook or Outlook on
the web by following the steps in this article: Fix email delivery
issues for error code 5.1.10 in Office 365, and then send the
message again. Retype the entire recipient address before
selecting Send.

If the problem continues, forward this message to your email admin. If
you're an email admin, refer to the More Info for Email Admins
section below.

Was this helpful? Send feedback to Microsoft.

More Info for Email Admins
Status code: 550 5.1.10 

This error occurs because the sender sent a message to an email address hosted by
Office 365 but the address is incorrect or doesn't exist at the destination domain. The
error is reported by the recipient domain's email server, but most often it must be fixed
by the person who sent the message. If the steps in the How to Fix It section above
don't fix the problem, and you're the email admin for the recipient, try one or more of the
following:

The email address exists and is correct - Confirm that the recipient address exists, is
correct, and is accepting messages.

Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using
directory synchronization make sure the recipient's email address is synced correctly in
both Office 365 and in your on-premises directory.

Errant forwarding rule - Check for forwarding rules that aren't behaving as expected.
Forwarding can be set up by an admin via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding address
settings, or by the recipient via the Inbox Rules feature.

Recipient has a valid license - Make sure the recipient has an Office 365 license
assigned to them. The recipient's email admin can use the Office 365 admin center to
assign a license (Users > Active Users > select the recipient > Assigned License > Edit).

Mail flow settings and MX records are not correct - Misconfigured mail flow or MX
record settings can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make
sure your domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your
domain registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly.

For more information and additional tips to fix this issue, see Fix email delivery issues
for error code 5.1.10 in Office 365.

Original Message Details
Created Date: 11/16/2021 4:45:46 AM
Sender Address: eassarma@gmail.com
Recipient Address: editor@ibnlive.com

Subject:
Not in the national interest to permit private companies to extract
and trade atomic minerals in the beach sands of AP, Tamil Nadu
and Kerala

Error Details
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Reported error: 550 5.1.10 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipientNotFound; Recipient
editor@ibnlive.com not found by SMTP address lookup

DSN generated by: SI2PR03MB5387.apcprd03.prod.outlook.com

Message Hops

HOP TIME (UTC) FROM TO WITH RELAY TIME

1 11/16/2021
4:46:00 AM mail-ua1-f49.google.com SMTP 14 sec

2 11/16/2021
4:46:00 AM mail-ua1-f49.google.com HK2APC01FT051.mail.protection.

outlook.com

Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_
256_GCM_SHA384)

*

3 11/16/2021
4:46:01 AM

HK2APC01FT051.eop-
APC01.prod.
protection.outlook.com

HK2PR04CA0082.outlook.
office365.com

Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_
256_GCM_SHA384)

1 sec

4 11/16/2021
4:46:01 AM

HK2PR04CA0082.apcprd04.prod.
outlook.com

SI2PR03MB5387.apcprd03.prod.
outlook.com

Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_
256_GCM_SHA384)

*

Original Message Headers
Received: from HK2PR04CA0082.apcprd04.prod.outlook.com (2603:1096:202:15::26)
 by SI2PR03MB5387.apcprd03.prod.outlook.com (2603:1096:4:108::9) with
 Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.4649.10; Tue, 16 Nov
 2021 04:46:01 +0000
Received: from HK2APC01FT051.eop-APC01.prod.protection.outlook.com
 (2603:1096:202:15:cafe::c1) by HK2PR04CA0082.outlook.office365.com
 (2603:1096:202:15::26) with Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.4690.25 via Frontend
 Transport; Tue, 16 Nov 2021 04:46:01 +0000
Authentication-Results: spf=pass (sender IP is 209.85.222.49)
 smtp.mailfrom=gmail.com; ibnlive.com; dkim=pass (signature was verified)
 header.d=gmail.com;ibnlive.com; dmarc=pass action=none header.from=gmail.com;
Received-SPF: Pass (protection.outlook.com: domain of gmail.com designates
 209.85.222.49 as permitted sender) receiver=protection.outlook.com;
 client-ip=209.85.222.49; helo=mail-ua1-f49.google.com;
Received: from mail-ua1-f49.google.com (209.85.222.49) by
 HK2APC01FT051.mail.protection.outlook.com (10.152.248.224) with Microsoft
 SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2, cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id
 15.20.4690.15 via Frontend Transport; Tue, 16 Nov 2021 04:46:00 +0000
Received: by mail-ua1-f49.google.com with SMTP id p2so39696629uad.11
        for <editor@ibnlive.com>; Mon, 15 Nov 2021 20:46:00 -0800 (PST)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
        d=gmail.com; s=20210112;
        h=mime-version:from:date:message-id:subject:to;
        bh=ounr4UiubNfZX1R4OjxPVPH69ssqNUkt1i3QISFDwLI=;
        b=Rgvq2H3i4+IeEFJAj6u6JdOXcw8jO4eNu9en8VY30l/NATYE+fO/2sq3HLSQO+9H8N
         q7859kmb88kiG1DEt7G1anvodukpFMgTPc3NFSjOczaqnGrUNu7T0jAVjtABTrE1YXi4
         Lc5OQtULEsw5ArWtwiNTjBC0RdYv0UwrRWme/5i0KO/rGzgJks2bYq9bhnXC/nYCAEb7
         MSx89jhSrNeWuw9eyQxPM7+FK7g+lEyn/dmf3gZJxW924o8/xFCAEQDNShDOVWeBzgF2
         o7rqXGGrfM60g/efMaorJ2k2sGGDFHtMcnQ47a9kfltVcSCNq1z4hE56BIpF/LtH00Mr
         t4MA==
X-Google-DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
        d=1e100.net; s=20210112;
        h=x-gm-message-state:mime-version:from:date:message-id:subject:to;
        bh=ounr4UiubNfZX1R4OjxPVPH69ssqNUkt1i3QISFDwLI=;
        b=XQW8V/stMEvgmhk9gqUfXnZ4G65sZsQRJvzqgaYBE0tmcUcTfR4izjPpc9qXcu3fBK
         y48iGIVsEx0/guLzdcfN4vjqhco/gx8xFlv7L6wfoTffeMufI9ldJJVCDvoY07m8z/8Z
         3AxObELhekKOUmKGXpCnLgcAkCHpV6PvzVlPAE0y/Glzl0nvfmR2wNhu+dGq5txXw7bl
         Azff18wYY7t5/6Xlq9eXpawjLKqACUKYh+HoRcICptp+2brxllcnRTZN2Fml0Mw6vyp9
         7HU/itmXktCQpGTtB98OLW3/DmRx4/wAECCQSsJ1uL91t5DSIxxD1kPDGc56tW0utMwZ
         hkqg==
X-Gm-Message-State: AOAM533MBumj84Ec6jHv6LO1lB744ZfDwacUR2JJhgFWqnP/XxdJfArl

oJm9NzLkQ0n+GpfijAqXhg4Y+QyJf//voWxdMuQ=
X-Google-Smtp-Source: ABdhPJxY6RCIC0WGjxG85t4LIEc5KM9fjGwFMMEaY7H2fzeZEr2xp24DblZVQE1/
ZjaZOLrFthw0xDqeiR90prAVbFw=
X-Received: by 2002:ab0:3898:: with SMTP id z24mr6628406uav.26.1637037958320;
 Mon, 15 Nov 2021 20:45:58 -0800 (PST)
MIME-Version: 1.0
From: EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2021 10:15:46 +0530
Message-ID: <CA+yAoRg5QcCEd7OzEa0xz5Vujs3vvw2Vc469w9yA+g=2CFUq3g@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Not in the national interest to permit private companies to extract
 and trade atomic minerals in the beach sands of AP, Tamil Nadu and Kerala
To: cabinetsy@nic.in, chairman@dae.gov.in, secy-mines <secy-mines@nic.in>, 

secy-moef@nic.in, chairman@aerb.gov.in
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="000000000000fd57d605d0e099bd"
BCC: editor@ibnlive.com
Return-Path: eassarma@gmail.com
X-EOPAttributedMessage: 0
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X-EOPTenantAttributedMessage: cdea388e-4a96-41bd-a730-18e2bc04fd29:0
X-MS-PublicTrafficType: Email
X-MS-Office365-Filtering-Correlation-Id: 075e3483-10dc-484f-32ed-08d9a8bbfd1a
X-MS-TrafficTypeDiagnostic: SI2PR03MB5387:

Final-Recipient: rfc822;editor@ibnlive.com
Action: failed
Status: 5.1.10
Diagnostic-Code: smtp;550 5.1.10 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipientNotFound; Recipient editor@ibnlive.com not found by SMTP address lookup

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com>
To: cabinetsy@nic.in, chairman@dae.gov.in, secy-mines <secy-mines@nic.in>, secy-moef@nic.in, chairman@aerb.gov.in
Cc: 
Bcc: editor@ibnlive.com
Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2021 10:15:46 +0530
Subject: Not in the national interest to permit private companies to extract and trade atomic minerals in the beach sands of AP, Tamil Nadu and Kerala
E.A.S.Sarma
14-40-4/1 Gokhale Road
Maharanipeta
Visakhapatnam 530002
Mobile: 91-9866021646
Email: eassarma@gmail.com

To

Shri Rajiv Gauba
Cabinet Secretary
Govt of IndiA

Dear Shri Gauba,

I have come across disturbing reports (https://indianexpress.com/article/india/sand-minerals-mining-modi-govt-
private-sector-7585816/) that the government is making moves once again to permit private companies to
mine and trade atomic minerals located in the beach sands of AP, T. Nadu and Kerala. It appears that this step
is a part of a 60-point "Action Plan" of the Prime Minister. If there is any such proposal, I would appeal to the
government not to go ahead with it, as it will compromise the national interest as explained below.

The beach sands along the sea coast in AP, T.Nadu and Kerala have valuable minerals such as ilmenite,
rutile, zircon, monazite, sillimanite and garnet, the first four of which have  been categorised by the Dept of
Atomic Energy (DAE) as "prescribed substances" ("atomic minerals") for use in production of atomic energy
and related R&D activities. Monazite, of which India has 7 million tonnes in the beach sands, is the raw
material for thorium, which is central to DAE's long-term nuclear development programme. India's monazite
resources are among the largest in the world and therefore many countries are eager to exploit the same for
their respective nuclear development activities, which could hurt India's interests in many ways.

During British rule in India, export of some of these atomic minerals started as early as in 1922 and went on
unhindered till we got Independence. Whichever atomic mineral is extracted/refined/traded, it is bound to
contain some proportion of monazite, which is the raw material for producing thorium, a valuable input for
generating electricity and other strategic products in the future nuclear reactors. 

Soon after Independence, on the advice of visionary atomic scientists like Dr Homi J Bhabha on the strategic
importance of monazite, the then Prime Minister Nehru, who himself had utmost respect for science and
deeply committed to upholding the national interest, took the right decision in 1947 to impose a total embargo
on the export of these atomic minerals. In 1950, DAE set up its own PSUs like Indian Rare Earths Ltd. (IREL)
to undertake the mining of these atomic minerals largely for domestic use, especially R&D in atomic science.
Incidentally, it was Prime Minister Nehru who initiated and nurtured the development of nuclear R&D facilities
in India.

The ban imposed on export of atomic minerals remained in force for more than five decades till the then UPA
government in its first term caved in to external pressures, as a result of which the DAE, vide DAE SO 61(E)
dated 20-1-2006 excluded ilmenite, zircon, rutile. sillimanite, garnet etc. from the banned list, which implied
that private companies could thereafter handle the minerals without having to seek clearance under
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the Atomic Energy (Working of the Mines, Minerals and Handling of Prescribed Substances) Rules, 1984. 

In other words, monazite and thorium were the only substances for which licenses under the Atomic Energy
Act were not required. Unfortunately, since each one of these liberalised minerals, once processed, would still
contain some proportion of monazite as an impurity, it is difficult to monitor and regulate the quantities of
monazite exported surreptitiously as a part of the other mineral export consignments, despite the DAE
imposing a low ceiling on the monazite content of the export consignments. The tailings of these minerals
released after processing are rich in monazite and they are expected to be stored under the surveillance of the
Atomic Energy Regulatory Board (AERB) but, in practice, AERB's oversight remained fragile, giving scope for
the private miners to get away with clandestine export of monazite. There used to be a system of "monazite
test certification" for screening the atomic mineral export consignments at the ports but, once again, under
external pressure, the DAE had done away with it in 2007 (DAE's Atomic Minerals Division Note.
Id.No.8/1(2)/2004-PSU/Vol.III/2631 dt.18 April.2007), which made it easier for the private companies to
clandestinely export monazite as a hidden impurity in the other atomic minerals. 

In this context, I had written several times to the then Prime Minister appealing to him to reimpose the
embargo on private companies mining and trading atomic minerals but neither the Prime Minister nor the DAE
responded to my appeals, as a result of which several private companies blissfully mined the beach sands,
often violating the environment laws and perhaps exporting significant quantities of monazite, to the detriment
of the national interest.

The matter concerning clandestine export of monazite attracted the attention of the Hon'ble Madras High
Court. The DAE which is a respondent in that case is fully aware of the developments in that case, which is
pending disposal as on date. I myself have filed a writ (WP(C) No. 500/2018) before Hon'ble Supreme Court
regarding  one instance of beach sand mining in Srikakulam district of AP. DAE and, among others, the Union
Ministry of Mines are respondents in that case. The Writ is pending disposal as on date.

During the proceedings in WP(C) No.500/2018 before the apex court, the Ministry of Mines, in consultation
with the DAE, issued notifications under Mines and Minerals (Development and Regulation) Act, 1957 (67 of
1957) and Rule 36 of the Atomic Minerals Concession Rules, 2016, prematurely terminating all private leases
for beach sand mining in India, a fact that was taken note of by the apex court proceedings on 5-8-2019. It
was indeed a belated but a welcome development, as it had the effect of preventing any further mining of the
atomic minerals by the private companies.

According to the recent news report cited above, "the proposal in the Prime Minister’s action plan to open two
restricted sectors — beach sand minerals and offshore mining — for exploration by the private sector seeks to
reverse a series of measures taken by the Centre over the last five years to restrict the involvement of private
players in the sector with the stated objective of curbing illegal mining, a review of multiple notifications and
guidelines issued earlier reveal." 

Read in the above context, if what has been reported is correct, it appears that the government has once
again come under intense external pressure as a result of which DAE is being directed to revive the UPA era
decision to open the sector to private companies. The recent changes proposed by the Union Ministry of
Environment, Forests & Climate Change (MEFCC) to dilute the environment laws, including the CRZ
notification, to "ease doing business", confirms the feeling that the ground is being prepared for allowing
private companies to exploit the beach sands.



In my view, the decision to reopen the beach sand mining sector to private companies will be against the
national interest, as it will once again open the floodgates to large quantities of monazite leaving the Indian
shores. Once the private companies step in, as was the case between 2006 and 2019, neither the DAE nor
the Union Ministry of Mines would be in a position to screen the export consignments of atomic minerals to
filter out monazite, a substance of strategic importance for India.

I feel that the DAE has not adequately briefed the Prime Minister of the far reaching implications of atomic
minerals, especially monazite, going into the hands of private companies and the disastrous outcome of the
UPA era decision in 2006 that led to possible large scale plunder of the monazite resources in the country.

The DAE has invsted heavily on R&D in nuclear science, especially thorium-based fast breeder reactor
technology as a part of its long-term nuclear development programme and, in that context, to allow private
beach sand mining that can result in monazite trade to benefit the other countries would hurt the national
interest. 

Keeping the above facts in view, I request the government/DAE to 

1. Dop all proposals to allow private companies to mine/trade atomic minerals
2. Direct the Union Ministry of Mines to abide by its assurances given to the apex court in the Writ

proceedings involving beach sand mining
3. Mining and extraction of atomic minerals should be undertaken exclusively by IREL and other PSUS

(which are not likely to be disinvested in the coming years) for the exclusive purpose of domestic use 
4. Order a full scale CBI/ED investigation into export of atomic minerals and monazite by the private

companies during 2006-2019 and bring to book all those who connived with the errant private companies
in conducting illegal trade of atomic minerals, especially monazite

5. Subsequent to the Dept of Mines revoking private beach sand mining leases, sizeable stocks of atomic
minerals and monazite tailings are lying with inadequate oversight. Ensure that IREL steps in immediately
and takes over the same under its surveillance

6. Take all such measures necessary to conserve and safeguard the beach sand minerals in India, both
coastal and inland

7. Grant autonomous status to AERB so that it may discharge its functions independently and remain
accountable to the Parliament

I request you to place this letter before the Prime Minister, who looks after the affairs of the DAE under the
Business Rules, to enable him to appreciate the background of my suggestions above. In my view,
reopening beach sand mining to private companies will hurt the national interest in an irreversible manner.

Regards,

Yours sincerely,

E A S Sarma

Former Secretary to Govt of India



Visakhapatnam

16-11-2021

EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com> 16 November 2021 at 11:21
To: "Dr. Rajiv Kumar" <rajiv.kumar@pahleindia.org>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2021, 10:15
Subject: Not in the national interest to permit private companies to extract and trade atomic minerals in the beach sands of AP, Tamil Nadu and Kerala
To: <cabinetsy@nic.in>, <chairman@dae.gov.in>, secy-mines <secy-mines@nic.in>, <secy-moef@nic.in>, <chairman@aerb.gov.in>

[Quoted text hidden]

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> 16 November 2021 at 11:21
To: eassarma@gmail.com

Message blocked

Your message to rajiv.kumar@pahleindia.org has been
blocked. See technical details below for more information.

The response from the remote server was:

550 5.4.1 Recipient address rejected: Access denied. AS(201806281) [MA1IND01FT005.eop-IND01.prod.
protection.outlook.com]

Final-Recipient: rfc822; rajiv.kumar@pahleindia.org
Action: failed
Status: 5.4.1
Remote-MTA: dns; pahleindia-org.mail.protection.outlook.com. (104.47.100.36,
 the server for the domain pahleindia.org.)
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 550 5.4.1 Recipient address rejected: Access denied. AS(201806281) [MA1IND01FT005.eop-IND01.prod.
protection.outlook.com]
Last-Attempt-Date: Mon, 15 Nov 2021 21:51:20 -0800 (PST)

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com>
To: "Dr. Rajiv Kumar" <rajiv.kumar@pahleindia.org>
Cc: 
Bcc: 
Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2021 11:21:00 +0530
Subject: Fwd: Not in the national interest to permit private companies to extract and trade atomic minerals in the beach sands of AP, Tamil Nadu and
Kerala
----- Message truncated -----

EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com> 16 November 2021 at 11:26
To: vch-niti@gov.in

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2021, 10:15
Subject: Not in the national interest to permit private companies to extract and trade atomic minerals in the beach sands of AP, Tamil Nadu and Kerala
To: <cabinetsy@nic.in>, <chairman@dae.gov.in>, secy-mines <secy-mines@nic.in>, <secy-moef@nic.in>, <chairman@aerb.gov.in>

[Quoted text hidden]
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EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com> 16 November 2021 at 11:29
To: sandzter@gmail.com

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2021, 10:15
Subject: Not in the national interest to permit private companies to extract and trade atomic minerals in the beach sands of AP, Tamil Nadu and Kerala
To: <cabinetsy@nic.in>, <chairman@dae.gov.in>, secy-mines <secy-mines@nic.in>, <secy-moef@nic.in>, <chairman@aerb.gov.in>

[Quoted text hidden]

EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com> 16 November 2021 at 11:50
To: nagasailad@gmail.com

Dear Smt Nagasila,

For your information.

I do not have the email address of Dr V Suresh who has just submitted a report to HC on monazite. Can you please provide me the address?

Regards,

E A S Sarma
Visakhapatnam
16-11-2021

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2021, 10:15
Subject: Not in the national interest to permit private companies to extract and trade atomic minerals in the beach sands of AP, Tamil Nadu and Kerala
To: <cabinetsy@nic.in>, <chairman@dae.gov.in>, secy-mines <secy-mines@nic.in>, <secy-moef@nic.in>, <chairman@aerb.gov.in>

[Quoted text hidden]

nagasaila Dubagunta <nagasailad@gmail.com> 16 November 2021 at 14:33
To: EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com>
Cc: Suresh V <rightstn@gmail.com>

Dear Sir, 
Suresh ‘s Ph no is +91 94440 83494
Our address - 
V. Suresh Advocate , 
Hussaina Manzil, 3rd floor , 
255 /123 , Angappa Naicken Street 
Chennai - 600 001
I am copying Suresh in this mail . 

Regards 
Nagasaila 

Sent from my iPhone

On 16-Nov-2021, at 11:50 AM, EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com> wrote:

[Quoted text hidden]

nagasaila Dubagunta <nagasailad@gmail.com> 16 November 2021 at 14:38
To: EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com>

Apologies. Suresh’s number  is +91 94442 31497 . 
The number in my earlier mail is mine . 

Sent from my iPhone

On 16-Nov-2021, at 11:50 AM, EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com> wrote:

[Quoted text hidden]

EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com> 16 November 2021 at 15:58
To: nagasaila Dubagunta <nagasailad@gmail.com>
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Dear Smt Nagasila,

Thank you. He has got in touch with me.

Regards,

E A S Sarma
[Quoted text hidden]

EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com> 17 November 2021 at 06:09
To: MANOJ CHAUDHARY <manojarf@gmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2021 at 10:15
Subject: Not in the national interest to permit private companies to extract and trade atomic minerals in the beach sands of AP, Tamil Nadu and Kerala
To: <cabinetsy@nic.in>, <chairman@dae.gov.in>, secy-mines <secy-mines@nic.in>, <secy-moef@nic.in>, <chairman@aerb.gov.in>

[Quoted text hidden]

-- 
E.A.S.Sarma
14-40-4/1 Gokhale Road
Maharanipeta
Visakhapatnam 530002
Mobile: 91-9866021646
Email: eassarma@gmail.com
 
Website: http://eassarma.in

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> 17 November 2021 at 11:14
To: eassarma@gmail.com

Delivery incomplete

There was a temporary problem while delivering your message
to suchitrai@gmail.com. Gmail will retry for 47 more hours.
You'll be notified if the delivery fails permanently.

LEARN MORE

The response was:

452 4.2.2 The email account that you tried to reach is over quota. Please direct the recipient to
https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaTemp o125sor8196030ybg.118 - gsmtp

Final-Recipient: rfc822; suchitrai@gmail.com
Action: delayed
Status: 4.2.2
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 452-4.2.2 The email account that you tried to reach is over quota. Please direct
 452-4.2.2 the recipient to
 452 4.2.2  https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaTemp o125sor8196030ybg.118 - gsmtp
Last-Attempt-Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2021 21:44:58 -0800 (PST)
Will-Retry-Until: Thu, 18 Nov 2021 20:45:58 -0800 (PST)

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com>
To: cabinetsy@nic.in, chairman@dae.gov.in, secy-mines <secy-mines@nic.in>, secy-moef@nic.in, chairman@aerb.gov.in
Cc: 
Bcc: suchitrai@gmail.com
Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2021 10:15:46 +0530
Subject: Not in the national interest to permit private companies to extract and trade atomic minerals in the beach sands of AP, Tamil Nadu and Kerala

mailto:eassarma@gmail.com
mailto:cabinetsy@nic.in
mailto:chairman@dae.gov.in
mailto:secy-mines@nic.in
mailto:secy-moef@nic.in
mailto:chairman@aerb.gov.in
mailto:eassarma@gmail.com
http://eassarma.in/
https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaTemp
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----- Message truncated -----

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> 18 November 2021 at 12:34
To: eassarma@gmail.com

Delivery incomplete

There was a temporary problem while delivering your message
to suchitrai@gmail.com. Gmail will retry for 21 more hours.
You'll be notified if the delivery fails permanently.

LEARN MORE

The response was:

452 4.2.2 The email account that you tried to reach is over quota. Please direct the recipient to
https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaTemp w12sor967182ybp.166 - gsmtp

Final-Recipient: rfc822; suchitrai@gmail.com
Action: delayed
Status: 4.2.2
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 452-4.2.2 The email account that you tried to reach is over quota. Please direct
 452-4.2.2 the recipient to
 452 4.2.2  https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaTemp w12sor967182ybp.166 - gsmtp
Last-Attempt-Date: Wed, 17 Nov 2021 23:04:14 -0800 (PST)
Will-Retry-Until: Thu, 18 Nov 2021 20:45:58 -0800 (PST)

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com>
To: cabinetsy@nic.in, chairman@dae.gov.in, secy-mines <secy-mines@nic.in>, secy-moef@nic.in, chairman@aerb.gov.in
Cc: 
Bcc: suchitrai@gmail.com
Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2021 10:15:46 +0530
Subject: Not in the national interest to permit private companies to extract and trade atomic minerals in the beach sands of AP, Tamil Nadu and Kerala
----- Message truncated -----

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> 19 November 2021 at 10:26
To: eassarma@gmail.com

Recipient inbox full

Your message couldn't be delivered to suchitrai@gmail.com.
Their inbox is full or it's receiving too much mail at the moment.

LEARN MORE

The response was:

452 4.2.2 The email account that you tried to reach is over quota. Please direct the recipient to
https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaTemp b17sor890315yba.80 - gsmtp

https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaTemp
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Final-Recipient: rfc822; suchitrai@gmail.com
Action: failed
Status: 4.2.2
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 452-4.2.2 The email account that you tried to reach is over quota. Please direct
 452-4.2.2 the recipient to
 452 4.2.2  https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaTemp b17sor890315yba.80 - gsmtp
Last-Attempt-Date: Thu, 18 Nov 2021 20:56:26 -0800 (PST)

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: EAS Sarma <eassarma@gmail.com>
To: cabinetsy@nic.in, chairman@dae.gov.in, secy-mines <secy-mines@nic.in>, secy-moef@nic.in, chairman@aerb.gov.in
Cc: 
Bcc: suchitrai@gmail.com
Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2021 10:15:46 +0530
Subject: Not in the national interest to permit private companies to extract and trade atomic minerals in the beach sands of AP, Tamil Nadu and Kerala
----- Message truncated -----
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